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Abstract: For detecting and blocking malicious and harmful files, antivirus software is one among the foremost commonly used programs. 

Antiviruses supported hosts, however, aren't as effective long-term. Today's antivirus software has become increasingly complex, leading to 

vulnerabilities which may be exploited by malware. a number of these vulnerabilities aren't detected by standard antivirus software. Now a 

days thanks to increase in internet uses the attacker finds news ways to hack or to realize access of a computing system. thanks to these new 

methods the utilization of antivirus programs is increasing day by day. These antivirus programs protect computing system and therefore the 

files present thereon system. Antivirus also protects the files which are being download from internet by scanning it. to see any malicious 

content hidden therein file. But when it involves internet not only the files are malicious but it also can be the online site or the web server. 

Now a days the hacker has acknowledged multiple new ways to trick the victim. Now a days most of the days the attacker makes use of the 

fake websites, web servers. and a few malicious URL’s to fool people. This feature makes use of an Application Programming Interface to 

detect the malicious code inside the web site and scans the websites. URLs, and Ip addresses which appears to be legitimate but aren't. 
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I.         INTRODUCTION 

Detecting malicious software system and infected files is also a tricky job. thanks to latest technologies the ways that} of concealment 

malicious code are terribly easy. These files are often scanned through antivirus which makes it safe to use. However the antivirus program 

cannot scan for the websites which you visit or surf on. in line with recent studies 30,000 websites are hacked on a daily basis and these 

websites is wont to inject some malicious code into the victim’s computer once he surfs them. The machine-controlled tools make it additional 

easier to realize access of the websites. because the utilization of net is growing day by day the utilization of net applications is in addition 

victimisation rapidly. the typical folks doesn’t have abundant plan concerning the we tend to sites however they work, what's running within 

the backend or on the server side. This makes it additional easier to fool them by creating them visit some malicious websites. the foremost 

common attack won’t to fool is phishing attack wherever it's terribly troublesome to analyse that s real or fake. To avoid this instance what we 

really scan for the malicious websites which we've a doubt so as that we are safe from the hacker’s malicious intentions. an internet site that is 

gaining attention is exploited by the attacker. the bulk of the hackers have intentions to steal users’ non-public data, some private info like 

payment details of the user and generally it conjointly makes victim to forcefully be part of a malware distributes network. the net browsers 

support integration of multiple languages from which JavaScript is that the most generally utilized in active and dynamic web content creation 

which also provides a good probability for the exploits to be written easily. additional exploitation techniques embrace PHP, adobe flash player, 

and visual basics scripts which are terribly ordinarily downloaded and exploited. 

 

II. OBJECTIVE: - 

The objective of this design is to find out the malicious codes hidden inside a file or hidden on an website with using an application 

programming interface. The attackers find out new methods to gain unauthorized access or to gain some confidential data about the common 

users. Mostly used antivirus software can find out the whether the file is malicious or not but it cannot scan for the malicious content present 

on the website which we are visiting. To remain safe from such type of situation, if we can also be able to scan the websites which contains 

some malicious content or knew about reported as the malicious website using some tools. 

 

 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM: - 

Application programming interface is a set of instructions or rules that allow access data and interact with external software components, 

operating systems and some micro services. In simple terms an application programming interface interact with system and provides input to 

the system and responds the request back to the user. Application Programming Interface acts as a gateway for enterprise’s digital assets. These 
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allows enterprises or organizations to quickly build a consumer experience. API’s also opens new revenue channels for the organization or the 

developer who is making it or using in his project or software. Many of the developers tried to solve the problem of these malicious website’s 

detection in multiple ways. Some tried with using the artificial intelligence, some tried with different algorithms etc. The malicious websites 

can sometimes ask you to download some software or a file to save or run it. This is the basic identification technique to find out which website 

is legitimate and which one is malicious or harmful. The attackers find out many ways to gain access to the users important and confidential 

data. These attackers insert some malicious code into to website so that they gain access to the users’ confidential data. Users may get the 

notification to update their browser, or trick users by showing that their pc is infected with some type of virus and force them to download the 

software.  These techniques can trick many users to get fool and fall for it. Even many legitimate websites get hacked or attacked by the hacker 

so that he can use it for his malicious intention. Many methods are used for the detection of the malicious websites, but mainly are the methods 

that are observed and then taken actions. These methods can also fail sometimes to detect the malicious content present on the website. By 

making use of an application programming interface, we can easily scan for the websites before visiting them. These minimize the risk of 

getting affected or losing some personal data. The application programming interface collects the data from multiple antivirus that are famous 

and mostly used. These results will help to identify and judge which websites are malicious and which are not. Not only websites we can also 

scan for the infected files and doubtful Ip addresses to scan and verify them. 

 

 

IV. Results: - 

 - 
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Fig 1. File scanning result(.exe) 
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  Fig 2. Scanning result of an Ip address.  
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           Fig 3. Scanning results of websites 

 
V.  CONCLUSION 

A simple model which may detect a malicious website, can also scan for the files to allow you to know is it infected or not and can also scan 

for the Ip addresses which are harmful for the users.  it's clear that it's possible to detect for the malicious websites in a very simple way with 

the utilization of an application programming interface. Many of the key features are easy to use and available easily so that any user can use 

it without any difficulty. Many techniques have been introduced to find out whether the website is legitimate or not. But these methods cannot 

be 100% correct. As the hackers find out multiple new ways to fool or trick user to compromise its data. Using an application programming 

interface makes it easy to rectify whether it's legit or not. 
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